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Abstract A new approach for rigorous spatial analysis of
the downscaling performance of regional climate model
(RCM) simulations is introduced. It is based on a multiple
comparison of the local tests at the grid cells and is also
known as “field” or “global” significance. New performance
measures for estimating the added value of downscaled data
relative to the large-scale forcing fields are developed. The
methodology is exemplarily applied to a standard EURO-
CORDEX hindcast simulation with the Weather Research
and Forecasting (WRF) model coupled with the land surface
model NOAH at 0.11◦ grid resolution. Monthly tempera-
ture climatology for the 1990–2009 period is analysed for
Germany for winter and summer in comparison with high-
resolution gridded observations from the German Weather
Service. The field significance test controls the proportion of
falsely rejected local tests in a meaningful way and is robust
to spatial dependence. Hence, the spatial patterns of the
statistically significant local tests are also meaningful. We
interpret them from a process-oriented perspective. In win-
ter and in most regions in summer, the downscaled distri-
butions are statistically indistinguishable from the observed
ones. A systematic cold summer bias occurs in deep river
valleys due to overestimated elevations, in coastal areas
due probably to enhanced sea breeze circulation, and over
large lakes due to the interpolation of water temperatures.
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Urban areas in concave topography forms have a warm sum-
mer bias due to the strong heat islands, not reflected in the
observations. WRF-NOAH generates appropriate fine-scale
features in the monthly temperature field over regions of
complex topography, but over spatially homogeneous areas
even small biases can lead to significant deteriorations rel-
ative to the driving reanalysis. As the added value of global
climate model (GCM)-driven simulations cannot be smaller
than this perfect-boundary estimate, this work demonstrates
in a rigorous manner the clear additional value of dynamical
downscaling over global climate simulations. The evalu-
ation methodology has a broad spectrum of applicability
as it is distribution-free, robust to spatial dependence, and
accounts for time series structure.
1 Introduction
Climate change will induce changes not only in temperature
statistics but also in the spatial and temporal precipitation
patterns. The expected significant societal and environmen-
tal impacts call for further assessment and improvement of
climate projections (Trenberth et al. 2003; Scha¨r et al. 2004;
O’Gorman and Schneider 2009; Hartmann et al. 2013).
Global climate models (GCMs) are the primary source
of climate change information. However, the statistics they
provide are not reliable on the fine scales required for impact
assessment. This fundamental scale gap is the target of the
so-called downscaling or regionalisation methods. One-way
nesting of regional climate models (RCMs) is the compu-
tationally most parsimonious but nevertheless equally well
performing physically based downscaling method. Typical
RCM resolutions are currently 10–50 km, but simulations
with grid resolutions down to ∼1 km with explicit resol-
ving of convection are becoming increasingly available
M. Ivanov et al.
(Prein et al. 2015). For more details on the state-of-the-art
regional climate modelling, the reader is referred to Laprise
(2008) and Rummukainen (2010).
A good RCM performance for past climate periods
is assumed to be necessary for an adequate performance
under different climate conditions in the future. Therefore,
RCM hindcast simulations must be evaluated against obser-
vation-based products. The evaluation of RCMs requires an
observational reference of the same spatial and temporal
resolution, which is not always available, and the problem
aggravates with the increasing RCM resolution. To min-
imise biases due to misrepresentation of the large-scale
forcing and focus only on RCM-related biases (e.g. due
to deficiencies of RCM physics or artefacts of the nest-
ing procedure itself), the evaluation must be performed in
a “perfect-boundary” setting, in which an RCM is nested
in a global large-scale reanalysis (Christensen et al. 1997;
Pan et al. 2001). The perfect-boundary performance is bet-
ter than the performance the same RCM would have were it
driven by a GCM simulation. In this sense, perfect-boundary
evaluation yields an upper boundary for RCM skill. The
additional information provided by the regional simulation
beyond the scales of the driving fields is referred to as
added value (Laprise 2008; Di Luca et al. 2012). Due to
the data assimilation, reanalyses excel GCM runs and hence
are harder to outperform. Therefore, the added value of a
reanalysis-driven hindcast is a lower bound of the added
value that the same RCM can have in a GCM-driven setting
(Pro¨mmel et al. 2010).
Within the EU-funded projects PRUDENCE (Christensen
and Christensen 2007) and its follower ENSEMBLES
(van der Linden and Mitchell 2009), RCMs with grid
resolutions of 20–50 km were applied and evaluated for
the European region (e.g. Jacob et al. 2007; Jaeger et al.
2008). The ENSEMBLES project was succeeded by the
COordinated Regional climate Downscaling EXperiment
(CORDEX) (Giorgi et al. 2009), which focusses on a sys-
tematical evaluation of RCM performance in an ensemble
of perfect-boundary conditions experiments nested within
the ERA-Interim reanalysis (e.g. Dee et al. 2011) for the
1989–2008 period. Within EURO-CORDEX, the European
branch of CORDEX, an ensemble of such hindcast simu-
lations has been created in order to provide comparisons
at horizontal grid increments of 0.44◦ (∼50 km) and 0.11◦
(∼12 km).
RCM performance is quantified by statistical measures
also known as performance metrics. Relative versions of
these metrics allow comparison of RCM skill against that of
the large-scale forcing data. The purpose of this study is to
introduce a new approach for rigorous spatial analysis of the
downscaling performance and develop new relative perfor-
mance metrics. This is the first of two papers that exemplarily
apply the methodology to a standard EURO-CORDEX run
at 0.11◦ grid resolution with the WRF-NOAH model system
(Warrach-Sagi et al. 2013) over the territory of Germany,
where high-resolution gridded observation data products
are available. The current work, part 1, is devoted to 2 m
monthly temperature.
We employ distribution-based evaluation statistics and
their relative versions to quantify the downscaling skill
relative to the driving reanalysis. Despite being direct objec-
tive measures of added value, relative performance metrics
are still underapplied. Most previous works estimate the
relative skill by comparing domain-aggregated scalar eval-
uation statistics, which precludes spatial analysis, and/or
by visually inspecting the fields of the evaluation statistics
for the downscaled and the larger-scale driving data (e.g.
Duffy et al. 2006; Feser 2006; Sotillo et al. 2006; Buonomo
et al. 2007; Sanchez-Gomez et al. 2009; Pro¨mmel et al. 2010;
Di Luca et al. 2012; Kendon et al. 2012; Cardoso et al. 2013;
Chan et al. 2013; Pearson et al. 2015; Torma et al. 2015),
which is more or less subjective. Relative versions of few
distribution-based performance measures were utilised by
Winterfeldt and Weisse (2009) and Vautard et al. (2013)
only for individual locations, and by Winterfeldt et al.
(2011) and Dosio et al. (2015) on a gridpoint basis. Our
priority is to study in more detail the spatial structure of
model performance as represented by the spatial patterns of
grid-cell statistics. We propose general formulae for deriv-
ing relative versions of performance metrics. Many of the
relative measures are new or applied for the first time in the
context of RCM added value analysis.
As performance measures are subject to sampling vari-
ability, they should be physically interpreted only after
the accompanying sampling uncertainty has been quanti-
fied. Within the frequentist approach to statistical inference
(Jolliffe 2007) this can be done via confidence intervals,
which is the popular approach (e.g. Elmore et al. 2006;
Buonomo et al. 2007; Sanchez-Gomez et al. 2009; Kendon
et al. 2012, Chan et al. 2013) or more directly via hypothe-
sis testing as in, e.g. Duffy et al. (2006) and Cardoso et al.
(2013) as well as in this work. Here, at each grid cell,
we estimate the p value for each test statistic in a Monte
Carlo framework. The problem of test multiplicity is tack-
led by determining the “field” significance (e.g. Livezey and
Chen 1983; Ventura et al. 2004; Wilks 2006a) as imple-
mented by the false discovery rate (FDR) approach of
Benjamini and Hochberg (1995). As FDR is generally more
powerful and robust to spatial correlations than alternative
multiple comparison methods, it provides a more meaning-
ful spatial pattern of local rejections (Wilks 2006a). The
latter comprises spatial configurations of locations at which
the values of the evaluation statistics are in breach with the
null hypothesis, that is, which are highly unlikely to have
occurred by chance. The analysis focusses on these patterns
rather than on the magnitudes of the evaluation statistics as
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is conventionally the case. Most evaluation studies estimate
statistical significance for domain-aggregated scalar mea-
sures (e.g. Feser 2006; Sanchez-Gomez et al. 2009; Kendon
et al. 2012; Cardoso et al. 2013; Pearson et al. 2015),
thus avoiding spatial analysis of the statistical significance.
Others estimate statistical significance (grid)point-wise, but
take neither multiplicity nor spatial autocorrelation of test
statistics into account (e.g. Duffy et al. 2006; Buonomo
et al. 2007; Winterfeldt and Weisse 2009; Winterfeldt
et al. 2011; Chan et al. 2013, Katragkou et al. 2015). Finally,
we suggest a process-oriented interpretation of the spatial
and seasonal patterns of statistical significance. To the best
of our knowledge, this is the first application of the concept
of field significance in the context of RCM evaluation.
The evaluation methodology is described in Section 2.
In Section 3, the landscape and temperature climate of the
study area as well as the observation and model data are
introduced. Results are discussed in Section 4. Section 5
summarises the main findings of the study. Daily precipita-
tion is considered in Ivanov et al. (2017; henceforth referred
to as part 2).
2 Evaluation methodology
In line with the objective to rigorously diagnose the skill
and added value of the WRF-NOAH model system as a
downscaling tool, model output is used directly, without any
post-processing. Our simulation is reanalysis-driven, but has
only been initialised once; hence, little deterministic skill in
fine scales is to be expected for daily and monthly statis-
tics due to internal variability (e.g. de Elı´a et al. 2002;
de Elı´a et al. 2007; Alexandru et al. 2007). Laprise et al.
(2008) conclude that the small scales for which the added
value of RCMs is to be expected, do not benefit from the
extended predictability due to the boundary forcing and
state that “for the mission of dynamical downscaling ... it
is the statistics, not the specific sequence of weather events
that count”. Therefore, we neglect the temporal correspon-
dence between model and observation and only quantify
model performance in terms of climate statistics.
2.1 Evaluation statistics
2.1.1 Absolute performance measures
Absolute performance measures compare the downscaling
directly to observations.
The overall similarity between the modelled and
observed distributions is quantified by the Perkins score
(Perkins et al. 2007). It measures the common area between
the two probability density functions (PDFs), so its perfect
value is 1. The histogram bin width is determined by the
Sturges algorithm (Sturges 1926). To achieve a better reso-
lution, the bin size is chosen as the minimum over all bin
sizes determined at each grid cell and each season. Thus, we
arrive at bin width of 1 ◦C.
We consider differences between characteristics of sim-
ulated and observed distributions, which we refer to as
additive biases. More specifically, these are the biases of
the mean, median, lower and upper quartiles of the distributions.
Of course, the perfect value of an additive bias is 0.
The frequency bias score for a temperature category is
the ratio between the number of events belonging to the
category in the downscaling and in the observations. The
thresholds of the categories are defined by observed per-
centiles of the 1980–2009 climatology. In the following,
X % stands for the Xth observed climatological percentile.
We use the median as a threshold to define the “above
normal” (> 50%) category and the quartiles to define the
“low” (< 25%), “normal” (25−75%), and “high” (> 75%)
temperature categories. The perfect value of these scores is 1.
2.1.2 Relative skill measures
Relative performance measures evaluate the downscaling
skill relative to the reanalysis reference.
Absolute performance is quantified by the deviation of
the respective evaluation measure from its perfect value.
The absolute value of this difference measures the mag-
nitude of the deviation from perfect performance. For a
certain performance measure M , consider the difference
between such absolute deviations for the reanalysis refer-
ence and for the downscaling. The sign of this difference
identifies which model is better, i.e. closer to reality with
respect to M . The absolute value of the difference quanti-
fies how much closer to reality with respect to M the better
model is. So, we propose the following generic relative skill
measure:
Mrel = |Mref − Mperf | − |M − Mperf |, (1)
where Mrel is the relative measure, M is the value of the
measure for the downscaling, Mperf is the perfect value of
the measure, and Mref is the value for the reanalysis ref-
erence. A value of zero for the relative measure (1) would
indicate no difference in performance or zero added value
with respect to M . A positive value would indicate that the
downscaling is closer to reality than the reanalysis, that is,
positive added value. A negative value would lead to the
opposite conclusion. We also define the following scaled
version of the relative measure:
M ′rel = 1 −
|M − Mperf |
|Mref − Mperf | . (2)
M. Ivanov et al.
It is dimensionless, with no-skill value of 0, and is
bounded from above by 1. Again, positive values indicate
that the downscaling is better than the reference and vice
versa. This metric is a generalisation of the generic skill
score of Jolliffe and Stephenson’s (2012), generic skill
score, as it is applicable not only to measures that are pos-
itively or negatively oriented, but also to measures, the
perfect value of which lies somewhere within the range of
possible values. All bias metrics introduced in this section
are examples for such statistics.
We generate the relative versions of the non-dimensional
measures by formula (1) and of the dimensional by formula
(2). Thus, our relative metrics are dimensionless, have a no-
skill value of 0, their positive values indicate positive added
value and vice versa.
2.2 Estimating statistical significance
2.2.1 Local tests
The absolute and relative performance measures allow test-
ing distinct hypotheses locally at the grid cells. The null
hypothesis for an absolute test is that observation and down-
scaling are identically distributed, i.e. that they are drawn
from the same population. Ideally, this is what is ulti-
mately expected from a downscaling. For a relative test,
the null hypothesis is that the downscaling and the driv-
ing large-scale reanalysis are identically distributed. This
is the situation of a completely useless downscaling, that
is, no added value. The null distributions of the perfor-
mance measures are unknown and have to be estimated
non-parametrically at each grid cell by means of resam-
pling tests (Wilks 2006b). We need precise estimates of the
respective p values to be subsequently fed into the field sig-
nificance procedure (see next subsection). Therefore, we opt
for the technique of permutation tests. The expected value of
the test statistic under the null hypothesis is 0 for most mea-
sures we consider, only for the absolute frequency bias it is
1. Note that we do not directly test whether a performance
measure is equal to its expected value, but a rather gen-
eral null hypothesis concerning the statistical distributions
of two data samples.
Each performance measure yields a distinct statistical
test with its own size and power for the available sample
size. Failure to reject the null hypothesis means that the
performance measure is incapable of capturing the distribu-
tion differences between the two samples. Formally, the test
statistic is not significantly different from its expected value
under the null. For an absolute test, the conclusion is that
the corresponding distribution characteristic is well repro-
duced by the downscaling, and for a relative test that the
downscaling does not add value to the large-scale reanaly-
sis with regard to this particular distribution characteristic.
In contrast, a performance measure that is sensitive to the
nature of the distribution differences between the two samples
will yield a statistical test, powerful enough to reject the
null hypothesis. In this case, the conclusion is that the distri-
bution differences between the two samples are significant
with regard to the distribution attribute tested for. Formally,
the test statistic is significantly different from its expected
value under the null. For an absolute test, the interpretation
is that the distribution attribute is poorly reproduced by the
downscaling, and for a relative test that the downscaling and
driving reanalysis are not equally good at reproducing the
distribution attribute.
Permutation tests are built on the principle of exchange-
ability of the two samples under the null hypothesis. The
principle is only applicable under the assumption that these
samples are identically distributed. Figure 1 depicts the rou-
tine PVAL(i, pm) that determines the local p value for
the performance measure pm at grid cell i for the abso-
lute and relative tests. For example, in the case of a relative
skill measure, the downscaled and ERA-Interim data are
pooled together and two samples are randomly drawn out of
the pool without replacement. The process is implemented
after the efficient permutation algorithm suggested in Wilks
(2006b). One of the synthetic data batches thus drawn
is labelled “WRF-NOAH sample” and the other “ERA-
Interim sample”. From these two samples and the obser-
vations, an artificial value for the respective relative test
statistic is calculated. The process is repeated 1999 times to
generate the null distribution of the statistic. The nominal
value of the statistic, which is computed from the original
data samples, is compared against its null distribution to
obtain the respective p value.
As the Perkins score cannot exceed its perfect value of 1,
we test against the one-tailed alternative of smaller values.
The rest of the absolute and all relative tests are imple-
mented two-tailed using the equal-tail bootstrap p value
(e.g. Davidson and Mackinnon 2007). To check if the sam-
ple size is large enough to give stable results, we changed
the random-number seed and repeated the analyses. In no
case there were meaningful changes, which indicates that
1999 is an adequate sample size.
This would be a complete description of the resampling
if the data were independent. As we work with time series,
this is not the case. The distribution of statistical estima-
tors based on dependent data heavily depends on the joint
distribution of the observations (Le´ger et al. 1992). This
is why each bootstrap resample of the original data must
be a sample from that joint distribution. In effect, the con-
struction of the null distribution of the test statistic must
also take into account the serial correlations of the time
series. This is achieved by means of block resampling: the
artificial data batches at each step are generated by sam-
pling not of individual values, but of temporally contiguous
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Fig. 1 PVAL(i, pm): the procedure that performs the local permutation test at cell i and determines the p value for the performance measure
pm for the absolute (left column) and relative (right column) tests
non-overlapping sequences of a certain length L, called
blocks. The blocklength L must be large enough to ensure
that the temporal autocorrelation structure in the original
series is retained and also that data values separated by a
time period of length L or more are essentially independent
(Wilks 2006b). Assuming that the interannual autocorrela-
tions are negligible compared to the intraseasonal ones, we
choose a blocklength L = 3 months.
2.2.2 Field significance
If the local tests at the grid cells were independent, the
null hypothesis were in reality true for each of them, and
all tests were performed at a significance level α, then
the average proportion of the significant tests would con-
verge to α as the number of tests tends to infinity. In
geophysical applications, the number of tests on the map is
finite and the tests are dependent due to spatial autocorrela-
tions. Each of these effects works to inflate the proportion
of falsely rejected tests. Thus, the expected value of that
proportion can become substantially larger than α (Livezey
and Chen 1983). As we need interpretable spatial patterns,
this is not tolerable. The issue is known as test multiplicity
(e.g. Katz and Brown 1991) and is solved by the so-called
multiple comparison or field/global significance tests. The
null hypothesis of the latter, also called global null hypoth-
esis, is that all local tests are true. One option is to reject
the global null hypothesis when the local rejections exceed
a certain number, dependent on the total number of tests
K and the degree of spatial dependence (Livezey and Chen
1983). However, the power of this test is reduced as the
binary nature of the local tests ignores the strength of local
evidence and also because the test statistic takes discrete
(integer) values. There is also no indication which local
tests are significant (Wilks 2006a). Another option is to
use a global test statistic that depends on the magnitudes
of the individual p values. It leads either to tests based on
the minimum p value or to the false discovery rate (FDR)
M. Ivanov et al.
approach. Here, we apply the FDR procedure of Benjamini
and Hochberg (1995). It controls the FDR, which is the
expected proportion of falsely rejected local tests out of all
rejected tests. A local test is rejected if its p value does not
exceed the FDR threshold:
pFDR = max
i=1,...,K
{p(i) : p(i) ≤ q(i/K)}, (3)
where p(i) is the ith smallest p value and q the desired
FDR. A single local rejection warrants global significance.
Note that the null hypothesis involves all tests, whereas the
alternative is local. The method yields one of the most pow-
erful, yet slightly conservative, multiple comparison tests.
As the significance level of the global test is numerically
equal to the FDR q, the expected proportion q of false rejec-
tions out of all rejections is tightly controlled (Wilks 2006a).
This makes the spatial pattern of rejected local tests inter-
pretable. Ventura et al. (2004) showed that the method is
robust to spatial autocorrelations, which makes it applicable
in an atmospheric science context.
Figure 2 shows a schematic representation of the
FSIG(stat; I, α) procedure that determines the field sig-
nificance at level α of a statistic stat over a spatial domain
I . First, the routine PVAL(i, stat) that calculates the local
p value for stat at grid cell i (see Fig. 1) is applied for all
i ∈ I . This yields a set of p values for stat over the spa-
tial domain I . This set is then fed into the FDR algorithm
with nominal FDR level q = α to finally produce a map of
Fig. 2 FSIG(stat; I, α): Generic procedure for determining the field
significance at level α of a statistic stat over a spatial domain I .
PVAL(i, stat) is the respective procedure for determining the local p
value for stat at grid cell i ∈ I (see Fig. 1), FDR is the False Discovery
Rate procedure, and q the nominal FDR level
locally significant tests. All significance tests in this work
are performed at the α = 5% significance level.
Subregional analyses Are the performance measures also
significant in each of the four German subregions (see
Section 3.1) we consider? Hereafter, the field significance
for a subregion and the corresponding test will be termed
“subregional significance” and “subregional test”, respec-
tively. In each subregion, the total number of points and the
average rank proportionately diminish, so that the expected
ratio i/K is the same as in the whole region. However,
according to Eq. 3, for a p value to become significant,
it is enough that only a single p value with a higher rank
becomes significant, whereas for a p value to lose signifi-
cance all higher-rank p values must lose significance. So,
the probability is higher for a p value to gain than to lose
significance. Hence, the total number of significant p values
is expected to increase when subregionally tested. Depend-
ing on the spatial distribution of the p values, new patterns
of significance may occur. In this work, we consider sub-
regional testing only in case it reveals new features and
qualitatively modifies results.
3 Climatology of Germany and data sets
3.1 Landscape and climatology of Germany
Landscape Figure 3 shows a topographical 2′ × 2′ map
of Germany with the major landforms and cities labelled.
The landscape of Germany can be divided into three distinct
parts, from north to south namely North German Lowlands,
Central German Uplands, and South Germany. The terrain
in the North German Lowlands is flat and mostly below
100 m above mean sea level. The East and North Frisian
Islands as well as Germany’s largest island of Ru¨gen are
also part of the Lowlands. The Central German Uplands
consist of plateaus and low mountain ranges separated by
river valleys. Some of the most conspicuous elevations are
the Taunus (879 m), Rho¨n (950 m), Harz (1142 m), Fichtel
(1051 m), and Ore Mountains (1215 m) as well as the
Thuringian (982 m), Bavarian (1121 m), and Bohemian
(1456 m) Forests. South Germany has complex terrain with
middle and high mountain ranges separated by river val-
leys and plateaus. Here belong the Black Forest (1493
m), the Swabian Jura (1015 m), and the Bavarian Alps
(2962 m).
An idea about the dominant vegetation types in Germany
can be obtained from Fig. 4, which shows the vegetation
types in WRF-NOAH. Most of the territory of Germany is
croplands, mountains and hills are dominated by mixed and
coniferous forests, the areas around the largest cities are
urban.

















































































































































Fig. 3 Topographical map of Germany. The 2′ × 2′ gridded
relief (ETOPO2v2g, http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/mgg/fliers/06mgg01.
html) as well as the rivers, shore- and borderlines (GSHHG:
the Global Self-consistent, Hierarchical, High-resolution Geography
Database, http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/mgg/shorelines/shorelines.html)
data are available on the web site of the US National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration. Height in metres above mean sea level
is plotted in colour scale; cities are displayed as red dots, rivers, shore,
and borderlines as blue, black, and red curves, respectively. Some
major forms of relief are labelled in black, water bodies in blue, and
cities in red. The grey lines define the NW, NE, SW, and SE German
subregions (see text), which are labelled in white
Climatology The climatology of mean 2 m air temperature
for the 1989–2009 period is shown in Fig. 5. In winter, tem-
perature decreases from north-west (3–5 ◦C) to south-east
(−5 to 0 ◦C). In summer, it strongly follows the topography,
lowlands and river valleys being warmer (17–20 ◦C) and
elevated areas cooler (11–14 ◦C, till 4–5 ◦C at the highest
peaks of the Bavarian Alps). The North Sea influence makes
the North Coast relatively warmer in winter and cooler in
summer. The temporal variability of monthly temperature,
as measured by the standard deviation, is about 1–2 ◦C
larger in winter than in summer (not shown).
Subregions We divide Germany’s projection on the WRF-
NOAH grid into four semi-equal rectangular parts to be

































































































Fig. 4 Vegetation types in WRF-NOAH. Black contour lines display
the WRF-NOAH orography; rivers, shore-, and borderlines are shown
as blue, black, and red lines, respectively
studied in more detail. Namely, we use the 4.89◦ W merid-
ian and 0.55◦ N parallel, visualised on the geographic
projection of Fig. 3 as grey lines, to define north-west
(NW), north-east (NE), south-west (SW), and south-east
(SE) Germany.
3.2 Data
Observations The observation-based 2 m monthly mean
temperature data are a rasterised product of the National
Climate Monitoring Department of the German Weather
Service (Deutscher Wetterdienst, DWD). They are derived
from monthly means of surface air temperature at stations
of the DWD network and have a spatial resolution of 1 km
(Maier and Mu¨ller-Westermeier 2010).
Reanalysis ERA-Interim is the third-generation reanaly-
sis of the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather
Forecasts (ECMWF) for the period 1979-present at a spa-
tial resolution of approximately 0.75◦ or 79 km (Dee et al.
2011). We use 6-hourly 2 m temperatures, projected on a
grid of 0.6◦ × 0.6◦ (∼ 42 km × 55 km) from the original
Gaussian reduced grid.
WRF-NOAH simulation The object of this study is a
standard EURO-CORDEX evaluation simulation provided
by the University of Hohenheim (UHOH) (Warrach-Sagi
et al. 2013). The WRF model version 3.3.1 is run with
the land surface model NOAH (Chen and Dudhia 2001a,
b) for a hindcast evaluation over the period 1987–2009.
The model operates one-way nested over the standard
EURO-CORDEX domain on a rotated longitude-latitude
grid with horizontal resolution of 0.11◦ × 0.11◦ (EUR-11).
The vertical is described by 50 layers up to 20 hPa. The
simulation is driven by the 6-hourly ERA-Interim reanalysis
at the lateral boundaries and daily sea surface temperature
data also from the reanalysis. The relaxation zone around
the model domain is 30 grid cells wide and the time step
is 60 s. The physical package includes the Morrison two-
moment microphysics scheme (Morrison et al. 2009), the
Yonsei University atmospheric boundary layer parametrisa-
tion (Hong et al. 2006), the Kain-Fritsch-Eta Model convec-
tion scheme (Kain 2004), and the Community Atmosphere
Model (CAM) shortwave and longwave radiation schemes
(Collins et al. 2004). Soil moisture and temperature profiles
were initialised on 1st January 1987 from ERA-Interim after
interpolation to the NOAH model. The WRF Preprocessing
System (WPS) uses the 30′′ land-cover data form the Mod-
erate Resolution Spectroradiometer (MODIS), classified
according to the International Geosphere-Biosphere Pro-
gramme (IGBP). The soil textures are from the 5′ data of the
Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations
(UN/FAO). To reduce at least some spin-up effects that may
distort the model results, the evaluation starts in the winter of
1989/1990. We use 3-hourly model output fields of 2 m
temperature. Note that Vautard et al. (2013) and Kotlarski
et al. (2014) evaluated this simulation as a part of the
EURO-CORDEX RCM ensemble for Europe on a 25 km scale.
3.3 Data processing
The evaluation is over the territory of Germany and is
model-oriented, which ensures a fair performance estimate
that takes into account the limited spatial resolution of the
model. Correspondingly, the DWD observations and ERA-
Interim reanalysis were transformed by quadratic inverse-
distance-weighted interpolation to the WRF-NOAH grid
using interpolation radius of 11 and 50 km, respectively.
The observed and the ERA-Interim temperature data were
first reduced to sea level assuming a spatially and tempo-
rally uniform lapse rate of 6.5 ◦C/km, then interpolated to
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Fig. 5 Mean temperature in winter (left panel) and summer (right panel) for the 1989–2009 period. Black contour lines display the WRF-NOAH
orography; rivers, shore-, and borderlines are shown as blue, black, and red lines, respectively
the WRF-NOAH grid, and finally reduced to the WRF-
NOAH orography under the same lapse rate assumption. In
reality, the average lapse rate in winter is about 5 ◦C/km
and in summer about 7–8 ◦C/km (e.g. Gao et al. 2012).
The average of these lapse rates yields a simple, albeit not
optimal, correction that alleviates the elevation dependence
of temperature bias. Thus, it enables inter-comparison of
different-resolution data and is widely applied (e.g. Jacob
et al. 2007; Heikkila¨ et al. 2011; Vautard et al. 2013;
Kotlarski et al. 2014).
After the spatial regridding, from the WRF-NOAH and
ERA-Interim outputs we built data sets for mean monthly
temperature, from 00 to 00 GMT in the next month. To
ensure equal numbers of years for all seasons and to avoid
putting months belonging to the same winter season into dif-
ferent years, we investigate the 20-year period 1st December
1989–30th November 2009.
We estimate the added value of the downscaling relative to
the large-scale driving reanalysis interpolated on the RCM
grid. This preserves the high-resolution climate features,
which are our primary interest. The same approach is followed,
e.g. in Sotillo et al. (2006) and Winterfeldt et al. (2011).
4 Results and discussion
In the following, we generalise evaluation results as a
(systematic) cold/warm bias when most of the considered
temperature characteristics are under-/overestimated. The
terms under-/overprediction are used as alternative descrip-
tion of the frequency bias. For brevity, we only show
results for winter (DJF) and summer (JJA). The maps
are displayed on the EUR-11 grid of WRF-NOAH, where
the evaluation takes place. Note that due to the higher
local temporal variability of monthly temperature in win-
ter, the bootstrap sampling variability of the test statistics
is also larger in winter. Therefore, in winter, the devia-
tion of a test statistic from its expected value under the
null must be correspondingly larger than in summer to be
significant.
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4.1 Basic diagnostics
Prior to the spatial analysis, to get an overall impression of
the model performance, we pool the gridpoint time series
together and visually compare the empirical probability
density functions (PDFs) of the observations and the model
data sets as displayed in Fig. 6.
Results for whole Germany are shown in Fig. 6a. In both
seasons, the overall PDFs of WRF-NOAH are clearly closer
to reality than the ERA-Interim ones: the Perkins score is
9–10% larger for WRF-NOAH. The performances of both
models are slightly better in winter than in summer (2–3%
difference for the Perkins score). The ERA-Interim PDFs
are too flat and have too long left tails, particularly in win-
ter; the quantiles are correspondingly underestimated. These
problems are apparently solved by the WRF-NOAH down-
scaling. Nevertheless, WRF-NOAH is also not perfect. In
winter, temperatures at the middle part of the distribution
are overforecast at the expense of temperatures at the left
tail. This indicates overestimation of the quantiles up to
about the median. In summer, the WRF-NOAH distribution
is slightly shifted to the left: temperatures below the mode




















































































































Fig. 6 Probability density functions and Perkins score S of monthly
mean temperatures for a Germany (left panel: winter, right panel:
summer), b and c the German subregions (see text) for winter and sum-
mer, respectively, from the DWD observations (black), ERA-Interim
reanalysis (green), and WRF-NOAH downscaling (red). The bin size
is 1 ◦C. The DWD and ERA-Interim temperatures were reduced to
WRF elevations assuming a lapse-rate of 6.5 ◦C/km (see text)
Field significance of performance measures. Part 1: temperature
of the distribution are overforecast at the expense of tem-
peratures higher than the mode; temperature quantiles are
correspondingly underestimated.
Figure 6b and c show the three PDFs for each of the
four German subregions for winter and summer, respec-
tively. In both seasons, the performance of WRF-NOAH
in North Germany is comparable to or a bit worse than
in South Germany; the Perkins score is about 90%. In
contrast, the performance of ERA-Interim in the North is
considerably better than in the South; the Perkins score
ranges from 90–95% in the North to 50–80% in the South.
ERA-Interim overforecasts lower at the expense of interme-
diate temperature categories in all subregions, the strongest
in SE Germany, where the whole density distribution is
shifted to the left; temperatures at the right tail are overpre-
dicted by the reanalysis everywhere except in SE Germany.
This indicates that ERA-Interim underestimates tempera-
ture quantiles, most strikingly in SE Germany. The overall
deficiencies of WRF-NOAH are also observable in each
subregion. In summer, the overforecasting of lower temper-
atures at the expense of higher is most pronounced in NW
and SW Germany.
4.2 Absolute performance
The only field significant test is that for the bias of the mean
in summer, shown in the leftmost panel of Fig. 7. The tests
for the biases of the lower quartile, the median, the upper
quartile as well as for the frequency bias of the above normal
temperature category reject only when tested in subregions
in summer. They are shown in the rest of the panels of Fig. 7
and in Fig. 8, respectively. As seen, the significant grid cells
are usually a small number and concentrated in specific
regions (river valleys, coastal zones, urban areas, lakes, etc).
Thus, they form clear spatial patterns, which can be linked
to physical processes known to have the same geographic
fingerprint in summer.
There is a systematic cold summer bias that is locally
significant in deep river valleys, coastal areas, and over
large lakes. Heavily urbanised river valleys and areas around
some cities exhibit a systematic and significant warm
summer bias. The area of cold bias is larger than that of
warm bias, and is the largest in NW and SW Germany. This
is consistent with the results from Section 4.1. Note that
the warm winter bias seen in Fig. 6 is not field significant.
The downscaling is better in winter, when there is no evi-
dence against the null hypothesis of perfect performance.
This is also in line with the analysis of the overall PDFs in
Section 4.1.
4.2.1 Discussion
The major spatial and seasonal patterns of absolute down-
scaling performance are now discussed in detail.
(1) Cold summer bias in deep river valleys like the Danube
river valley neighbouring Upper Swabia (Fig. 7, first,
third, and fourth panel and Fig. 8), the southernmost
part of the Rhine river valley (Fig. 7, first panel), and
the Moselle river valley (Fig. 7, first and third panels).
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(°C)
Fig. 7 Biases of selected distributional characteristics for monthly
mean temperature in summer, simulated with WRF-NOAH and in
comparison to high-resolution observations from the DWD. A grid cell
is plotted only if the respective test is locally significant at the 5% level
of field significance. The grey straight lines at the 4.89◦ W meridian
and the 0.55◦ N parallel define the four German subregions (see text)
and indicate subregional testing. DWD temperatures were reduced to
WRF-NOAH elevations assuming a lapse rate of 6.5 ◦C/km (see text).
Black contour lines display the WRF-NOAH orography; rivers, shore-,
and borderlines are shown as blue, black, and red lines, respectively
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Fig. 8 Same as Fig. 7 but for the frequency bias of the “above normal”
category (X % stands for the Xth observed percentile for the 1980–
2009 climatological period) of monthly mean temperature
Temperatures are underestimated by 1 to 2 ◦C and the
frequency of above normal temperatures by 40 to 80%.
Figure 9 displays (a) the height differences between
the WRF-NOAH and the DWD observation data. As
seen, the altitude of deep river valleys is overestimated
in the WRF-NOAH model. Summer lapse rates of
mean monthly temperature in deep river valleys can
substantially exceed the standard atmosphere value
of 6.5 ◦C/km (e.g. Rolland 2003) we use to trans-
form the observations to the WRF-NOAH grid. As a
result, the observations are warm biased at the model
altitude which leads to a cold model bias. Note that
this problem is rooted in the still too coarse WRF-
NOAH orography, which necessitates the lapse-rate
correction.
(2) Cold (up to −2 ◦C) summer bias in the north coast with
the Frisian Islands (Fig. 7).
In part 2, we show that the cold summer bias in
these areas coincides with a dry bias. A too intense sea
breeze circulation is a plausible explanation. However,
until further analysis is done, this hypothesis remains
speculative.
(3) Strong cold summer bias over large lakes like lakes
Constance and Mu¨ritzsee (Figs. 7 and 8). Temper-
atures are underestimated by 3 to 4.3 ◦C and the
frequencyofabovenormal temperatures bymore than80%.
As seen in Fig. 4, which shows the WRF-NOAH
dominant vegetation categories, these lakes are water-
covered regions in WRF-NOAH. As the lakes are
absent in ERA-Interim, the simulation uses prescribed
sea surface temperatures (SSTs) that are spatially inter-
polated by the WPS on a daily basis from ERA-Interim
SSTs. As a result, water temperatures from the north
coast are used, which are too cold and lead to nonphys-
ical temperature discontinuities. The adverse effect of
spatially interpolating water temperatures when lakes
are absent in the large-scale driving data is documented
in Mallard et al. (2015).
(4) Warm summer bias in heavily urbanised river valleys
like the Rhine river valley between the Black Forest
and Taunus, the Cologne Lowlands, the Ruhr region,
and also around some cities like Munich, Stuttgart,
Nuremberg, Dresden, Cottbus, as well as the foreign
cities of Salzburg and Strasbourg (Figs. 7 and 8). Tem-
peratures are overestimated by up to 2.5◦C and the
frequency of above normal temperatures by up to 60%.
As seen in Fig. 4, these areas are indeed “urban”
land use category in WRF-NOAH. Generally, climate
stations, which are the basis for gridded monthly mean
temperature data sets, are located not in urban but in
open grassland areas, e.g. close to airports. This can
cause a cold bias in the observations. It has already
been recognised that with increasing grid resolu-
tion urban heat islands need to be accounted for also
in gridded observational data (e.g. Fujibe and Ishi-
hara 2010; Gallo and Xian 2014). In Fig. 4, there are
urban regions that do not exhibit a warm summer bias,
e.g. Berlin, Hamburg, Hannover, Rostock. Note that
most of the urban areas with significant warm summer
bias are situated in concave topography forms like
river valleys and kettles, while the urban areas where
this bias is not detected are located in open flat areas.
A plausible explanation is that concave topography
favours calmer conditions, hence stronger urban heat
islands.
(5) The lack of evidence against the null hypothesis of
perfect model performance in winter indicates that the
downscaling is overall better in winter than in summer.
Obviously, the effects do not appropriately scale in
winter and are masked by the higher variability.
We note that a general cold summer bias over Central
Europe has been documented for most members of the
0.11◦ EURO-CORDEX RCM ensemble (Kotlarski et al.
2014) and also in WRF simulations at 0.44◦ grid resolution
































































































Fig. 9 Heights of orography. a Difference in height above mean sea
level between the WRF-NOAH and the DWD data. b Height above
mean sea level of WRF-NOAH (upper panel) and ERA-Interim (lower
panel) for North Germany. Black contour lines display the WRF-
NOAH orography; rivers, shore-, and borderlines are shown as blue,
black, and red lines, respectively
(Mooney et al. 2013; Katragkou et al. 2015). In these stud-
ies, the areas of model biases are large and therefore often
not directly interpretable. Katragkou et al. (2015) calculate
statistical significance locally but do not account for test
multiplicity, which entails that an intolerably large propor-
tion of the significant tests could be due to chance and hence
not interpretable. In turn, the methodology we demonstrate
accounts for test multiplicity and is robust to spatial auto-
correlations. Thus, it objectively picks out the grid cells to
interpret, of which only 5% on average are mistaken. As
a result, the significantly biased area is spatially confined
to specific spatial patterns that immediately point to issues
like overestimated altitude of river valleys, a possibly exag-
gerated sea breeze circulation, and the interpolation of lake
temperatures behind the cold summer bias over Germany.
4.3 Relative performance
In contrast to the absolute performance measures, all con-
sidered relative measures are field significant. Figure 10
shows the field significance test results for the Perkins
skill score (1), the biases of the mean and the quartiles
(2) and Fig. 11 for the frequency biases (1). These results
reveal the spatial patterns of the significant added value
with respect to the different distribution characteristics.
Again, these patterns comprise specific geographical areas,
which allows us to link the added value to the respective
improved/deteriorated physical processes that have the same
geographic and seasonal fingerprint.
The spatial patterns of significant added value are con-
sistent among the measures (includingly the bias of the
median, which is not shown for brevity). The downscaling is
significantly better than the driving reanalysis over regions
of complex orography and in some coastal areas. The strong
cold bias of WRF-NOAH in summer deteriorates its rel-
ative performance over some coastal areas and the plains
of North Germany. Over lake Mu¨ritzsee the performance is
deteriorated in both seasons. In most of the North German
Lowlands, no added value is detectable.
The area, where WRF-NOAH is significantly better than
ERA-Interim, is much larger than the area (if any) where
the opposite is true, and is the largest in SE Germany. So,
overall, WRF-NOAH outperforms the simple spatial inter-
polation of ERA-Interim, most pronounced in SE Germany
and is inferior to it only for some measures locally in North
Germany. This is consistent with the conclusions from the
analysis of the overall PDFs in Section 4.1.
4.3.1 Discussion
Before we turn to a detailed analysis of relative perfor-
mance, we briefly review the current state of knowledge
M. Ivanov et al.













































































































































































































































































75th Percentile Bias Skill Score
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Fig. 10 Selected measures of the added value of the WRF-NOAH
downscaling relative to the driving reanalysis with respect to monthly
mean temperature in winter (upper panels) and summer (lower pan-
els). The common observational reference are high-resolution DWD
temperatures reduced to WRF-NOAH elevations assuming a lapse-rate
of 6.5 ◦C/km (see text). A grid cell is plotted only if the respective
test is locally significant at the 5% level of field significance. Black
contour lines display the WRF-NOAH orography; rivers, shore-, and
borderlines are shown as blue, black, and red lines, respectively
about the potential and limitations of regional climate mod-
elling with focus on monthly temperature.
In the context of dynamical downscaling, large-scale
variability is defined as the variability resolved by the large-
scale driving data and fine-scale variability is associated
with spatial and temporal scales, not explicitly resolved by
the driving data, but resolved by the nested RCM. Clearly,
an RCM can potentially add value only with respect to
physical variables, climate statistics, regions and seasons,
for which there is fine-scale variability. Fine-scale variabil-
ity, quantified by the variance of the RCM field within
a grid box of the driving field, has a stationary and a
transient component. The stationary component is associ-
ated with small-scale quasi-stationary processes induced
by small-scale stationary surface forcings. Therefore, spa-
tially, this variability is present only over regions with
localised stationary surface forcings, no matter of the sea-
son or temporal scale considered. The transient component
is physically related to small-scale transient processes spon-
taneously generated through a nonlinear cascade of variance
from large to small scales, allowed for by the improved res-
olution of the thermohydrodynamics of the flow. Therefore,
spatially, this variability can potentially be present anywhere
in all seasons, but is only detectable at fine temporal scales
(Laprise et al. 2008; Di Luca et al. 2012, 2013).
Considering the grid spacings of ERA-Interim and WRF-
NOAH as lower limits of the resolved large and small spatial
scales, we conclude that in our case fine-scale variability is
generated by processes with spatial scales, roughly, between
10 and 100 km. Composite spectral analysis for a broad
range of atmospheric fields reveals that the atmospheric pro-
cesses with dominant spectral power in these spatial scales,
have temporal scales approximately between 20 min and 1
day (Di Luca et al. 2012). Hence, monthly averaging should
effectively cancel out the transient fine-scale variability,
which means that the fine-scale variability is only stationary.
Field significance of performance measures. Part 1: temperature













































































































































































































































































Frequency Bias >75% Skill Score
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Fig. 11 Same as Fig. 10 but for the relative tests for the frequency biases of the “low”, “normal”, “above normal”, and “high” (from left to right)
categories (X % stands for the Xth observed percentile for the 1980–2009 climatological period) of monthly mean temperature
Localised stationary surface forcings for air temperature are
found in regions of complex orography due primarily to the
strong elevation dependence and in coastal areas due to the
differential warming of water and land (Di Luca et al. 2013).
Now, we can proceed to a detailed discussion of the
spatial and seasonal patterns of relative performance.
(1) Positive added value in areas of complex orography
like SE Germany, the Black Forest with the contigu-
ous Rhine river valley, the Central German Uplands as
well as some coastal areas like West Pomerania with
the Ru¨gen Island and parts of the Jutland Peninsula
(Figs. 10 and 11).
Actually, for the monthly temperature field, which
only has stationary fine-scale variability, positive
added value can potentially be expected only in regions
of complex topography, where stationary surface
forcings for temperature are localised. WRF-NOAH
obviously develops appropriate stationary fine-scale
climatological features in response to such forcings.
The results are consistent with those of Pro¨mmel et al.
(2010). To be more specific, the downscaling allevi-
ates the predominant ERA-Interim cold bias in areas
of complex orography like SE Germany and the warm
bias in the other mentioned areas (not shown).
(2) No added value in the North German Lowlands
(Figs. 10 and 11); deterioration of the PDFs in some
parts of the lowlands like Emsland and the north-
eastern lakelands (Fig. 10, first column).
The ERA-Interim driving reanalysis can be consid-
ered unbiased on large scales because it assimilates
observed 2 m temperatures. As the monthly temper-
ature field only varies on large scales over spatially
uniform areas, the RCM does not have much room for
improvement there. On the more, even slight devia-
tions should lead to deterioration, i.e. negative added
value in such regions. These results are also in line
with the conclusions of Pro¨mmel et al. (2010).
(3) The question arises why the downscaling adds value
over the spatially homogeneous region to the west of
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the Lu¨neburg Heath (Fig. 10, first column, second and
fourth panels on the upper row, Fig. 11, fourth panel on
the upper row, first and third panels on the lower row).
This region is very flat, low, widely open to the
North Sea, and surrounded by low hills to the east
and to the south (see Fig. 3). As westerlies pre-
dominate, it is an isolated area of enhanced marine
influence. Figure 9b shows the heights above mean
sea level for WRF-NOAH and ERA-Interim for North
Germany. Obviously, this topographical structure is
caught by WRF-NOAH, but is completely absent in
ERA-Interim. We speculate that the added value in
this region is due to the inability of the reanalysis to
reproduce this “island” of enhanced marine influence.
As we show in Part 2, WRF-NOAH also improves the
frequency of heavy summer precipitation specifically
in this region, which lends further credence to this
interpretation.
(4) Negative added value over some coastal areas like the
East Frisian Islands and the east coast of the Jutland
Peninsula in summer (Fig. 10, lower row, Fig. 11, first
and fourth panels on the lower row).
As already discussed, WRF-NOAH has a cold sum-
mer bias in these regions, probably related to an
exaggerated sea breeze circulation.
(5) Negative added value over lake Mu¨ritzsee in both sea-
sons (Figs. 10 and 11, fourth panel on the upper row,
first, third, and fourth panels on the lower row).
As already discussed, in summer WRF-NOAH has
a cold bias over the lake. In winter, it has a warm
bias of 1.3–1.5 ◦C (not shown), which although not
significant relative to the observations, leads to a sig-
nificant deterioration relative to the driving reanalysis.
In both seasons, the problem is attributable to the
spatial interpolation of water temperatures.
(6) The area of positive added value does not consider-
ably change with seasons, while that of negative added
value tends to be larger in summer (Figs. 10 and 11).
The positive added value is due to the description
of localised surface forcings that exist in both seasons;
hence, the lack of seasonality is consistent. This also
means that the improvement appropriately scales in
winter so that it is detectable despite the larger vari-
ability. The negative added value is more pronounced
in summer, as the smaller bootstrap sampling variabil-
ity of the test statistics makes deteriorations easier to
detect than in winter.
5 Conclusions
A new methodology for rigorous spatial analysis of the
downscaling performance of regional climate simulations
is introduced. It is based on a multiple comparison of the
local test results by means of the false discovery rate (FDR)
approach. Controlling the proportion of falsely rejected tests
in a meaningful way and being robust to spatial dependence,
the FDR method allows for spatial analysis of the pattern of
local rejections. The latter is referred to as the spatial pat-
tern of statistical significance. It includes the locations at
which the values of evaluation statistics are highly unlikely
to have occurred by chance. A novelty of the study is that
it focusses on this pattern rather than on the magnitudes of
the evaluation statistics. Indeed, high deviations of the val-
ues of evaluation statistics from their expected values under
the null are not necessarily statistically significant and small
deviations are not necessarily insignificant, because statis-
tical significance depends also on the variability. A small
deviation at a location with small variability may be sig-
nificant, whereas a high deviation at a location with high
variability might be insignificant. The sampling uncertainty
of the evaluation statistics is rigorously estimated by means
of a block permutation procedure that accounts for the time
series structure of the data. New quantitative metrics for the
addedvaluerelative to thedriving large-scale field are developed.
The methodology is exemplarily applied to evaluate the
winter and summer climatology of monthly mean temper-
ature for the 1990–2009 period from a standard EURO-
CORDEX simulation with WRF-NOAH at 0.11◦ grid reso-
lution over Germany. It objectively selects the interpretable
grid cells, of which only 5% on average are misidentified.
The specific spatial patterns of statistical significance can
be hypothetically linked to physical processes known to
have the same geographic and seasonal fingerprints for the
respective performance measure.
In most regions, the downscaled distributions are statis-
tically indistinguishable from the observed ones. The still
too coarse resolution of orography leads to overestimated
altitudes and hence a cold summer bias in deep river val-
leys. The cold summer bias in the north coastal areas is
attributable to an exaggerated sea breeze circulation. Spa-
tial interpolation of water surface temperatures from distant
colder sea regions leads to a cold summer bias over large
lakes. Strong urban heat islands in heavily urbanised areas
located in concave topography forms are not contained in
the observations, which makes the downscaling appear sys-
tematically too warm in summer. The larger temperature
variability in winter masks potential WRF-NOAH biases.
The climatology of mean monthly temperature is
improved in both seasons, but only over regions of com-
plex topography. This can be expected for a variable without
transient fine-scale variability and a downscaling that gen-
erates appropriate stationary fine-scale features. There is
no added value of the downscaling in spatially homoge-
neous areas, because of the negligible fine-scale variability.
Moreover, even small biases of the large-scale field lead
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to significant local deterioration in such areas. The cold
summer and warm winter bias over lake Mu¨ritzsee, result-
ing from the interpolation of water temperatures, is also
reflected as negative added value. The total area of positive
added value is not seasonally dependent, as it encompasses
regions of localised surface forcings thatexist throughout the year.
This “perfect-boundary” evaluation suggests that the
WRF-NOAH downscaling system generates appropriate
fine-scale features in the monthly temperature field over
regions of complex topography. As the added value in
a climate projection context cannot be smaller than this
perfect-boundary estimate, our analysis demonstrates in
a rigorous manner the clear additional value of dynami-
cal downscaling over global climate simulations. In part
2, we draw the same conclusion for the downscaling of
daily precipitation. The new evaluation methodology has a
broad spectrum of applicability to future climate simula-
tions, including ensemble runs, owing to the fact that it is
distribution-free, robust to spatial dependence, and accounts
for time series structure.
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